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mand for financing green projects and initiatives continues to grow amongst investors, banks and governments, the 
 securitisation and structured finance market is expected to develop an increasingly important role in the wider green 
 market. In this article we consider what constitutes a green securitisation and the existing criteria for identifying a 
 securitisation, as well as how the market has developed so far and the challenges it currently faces. 

t is green securitisation and why do it? 
eneral consensus in the market is that there are three main types of green securitisation. The first is “Green Collateral 

ritisation”, which is where the issuer issues bonds backed by portfolios of green assets. This type of green securitisation 

des for the potential development of new, green asset classes and for green variations of existing asset classes, such as 

loan deals secured on electric or hybrid vehicles or RMBS and CMBS deals secured on green properties. The second type 

een Proceeds Securitisation”, where the proceeds of the bonds are ring-fenced for investment in green projects, and 

hird type is “Green Capital Securitisation”, where the originator uses freed-up capital or leverage from a capital relief or 

etic securitisation to invest in green projects. The second and third types of green securitisation are generally broader 

ore similar to ordinary green bonds, as the main requirement is that the proceeds or capital relief are utilised for green 

ses, meaning they can be backed by a pool of non-green assets. 

mitments and mandates for the investment of funds in green assets have grown and are expected to continue to grow 

ure, particularly given the recent political focus on environmental concerns. The increase in demand and potential for 

sifying the investor base is expected to improve the pricing on green transactions. It may also be the case that certain 

rs and investors will have the flexibility in future to offer improved pricing if the transaction is labelled as green. Finally, 

rnments and regulators may elect to offer incentives at the underlying asset level (to promote the origination of green 

) or to investors in securitisation transactions to encourage this market to develop. 
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Existing criteria for identifying green securitisation 
Establishing a clear and consistent definition of green securitisation is essential for the development of the market. Although 

no formal definition has yet been adopted for green securitisation, there are currently a number of criteria used to identify 

green bonds which may be used for the purposes of classifying green securitisations. 

ICMA Green Bond Principles ICMA has published the Green Bond Principles (the “GBP”), which are guidelines designed to drive 
transparency, disclosure and reporting by issuers to stakeholders in the green bond market. The 
GBP define a green bond as “any type of bond instrument where the proceeds will be exclusively 
applied to finance or re-finance, in part of in full, new and/or existing eligible Green Projects and 
which are aligned with the four core components of the GBP”. The GBP set out a number of 
project categories which the proceeds of the bond should be utilised for, such as renewable 
energy, energy efficiency and clean transportation (“Green Projects”), as well as four core 
components with which the bond should be aligned, which relate to how the issuer uses and 
manages its proceeds, and its process for project selection and ongoing reporting. 

Climate Bonds Initiative The Climate Bonds Initiative (the “CBI”) has also established a Climate Bonds Standard & 
Certification Scheme (the “Certification Scheme”), which sets out clear criteria for verifying the 
green credentials of a bond, and which need to be satisfied for the bond to be certified as a 
green bond. A number of green securitisation deals, such as the Obvion and FlexiGroup deals 
referred to below, have obtained verification of compliance with the GBP and the Certification 
Scheme from external reviewers. 

Rating Agencies Rating agencies have also introduced green evaluation ratings which may be assigned to 
individual transactions. For example, Standard & Poor’s has introduced a Green Evaluation, 
Moody’s a Green Bond Assessment and Fitch an integrated ESG scoring system. These ratings 
involve an ongoing assessment of the relative environmental impact of a transaction based on a 
number of factors in order to provide a final score. 

Other European Initiatives There have also been initiatives to standardise green bond and structured finance transactions on 
a European-wide level. In July 2018, the European Commission established a technical expert 
group on sustainable finance, which will assist in developing an EU classification system or 
taxonomy to determine whether an economic activity is environmentally sustainable, and an EU 
green bond standard. 

Criteria relating to the underlying 
assets, for example: Green Mortgages, 
Green Auto Loans, Green Commercial 
Lending 

Green Collateral Securitisation will depend on there being clearly defined green criteria for the 
relevant underlying asset class, for example, the energy efficiency of the underlying property (on 
an RMBS or CMBS deal) or vehicle (on an auto loan deal). 

Current status of the green securitisation market 
Investor demand for green securitisation is currently relatively low in Europe, and most green securitisations in recent years 

have been in the US or China. However, it is expected that the market will grow considerably and that the investment 

mandates of investors, sovereign wealth funds and governments will increasingly include environmental considerations. 

The development of a Green Collateral Securitisation market is dependent on there being an increase in levels of origination 

of sufficiently homogenous green underlying assets, be that mortgage loans, auto loans, consumer loans, SME loans, or 

similar. The green auto loan securitisation industry appears particularly ripe for development given the various government 

initiatives (including in the UK, France and China) to ban or reduce the production of petrol cars in the near future. The 

development of new green asset classes in the utilities space, for example, solar energy including the Property Assessed Clean 

Energy (“PACE”) deals seen in the US, which allow homeowners to install energy efficiency equipment in their houses using 

loans that are repaid through an increased property tax payment, and which are used to fund municipal bonds issued by state 

entities or companies, have also created much interest in Europe. However, there does not appear to be an immediate 

expectation in the market that we will start to see these deals in Europe soon. To date, the main example of a Green 

Collateral Securitisation in Europe remains the Obvion/Green Storm RMBS transaction backed by energy-efficient properties. 

A recent example outside of Europe is the recently announced RMBS in euros backed by green mortgage loans and 

originated by Pepper Group (Australia). 
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The development of a Green Proceeds Securitisation and Green Capital Securitisation market is in many ways simpler and 

promotes (as opposed to being dependent on) increasing levels of origination of green assets. Examples in Europe include 

the Crédit Agricole risk transfer transaction in 2017 with the Mariner Investment Group LLC, which utilised the $2 billion of 

freed-up regulatory capital for new green lending. Outside of Europe, FlexiGroup issued the first green bond to be certified as 

green by the CBI Certification Scheme, the proceeds of which were allocated to refinancing rooftop solar systems, and the 

African Development Bank completed a synthetic securitisation of private sector loans which freed up capital for investment 

in renewable energy projects in Sub-Saharan Africa. 

What are the challenges facing the development of the green securitisation market? 

Consistent Definition of Green 
Securitisation 

The development of a green securitisation market depends on there being a clear definition of 
what constitutes a green securitisation. The definition needs to be flexible and capable of 
applying to the wide range of potential deals both in terms of the category of green securitisation 
and the range of underlying assets. Investors appear to be in favour of a dynamic scale of 
“greenness” reported against on an ongoing basis and adaptable for changes in technology over 
time. 

Collection of Information and 
Reporting 

Although originators may collect some green data at present there is no consistent systematic 
approach to data collection and tracking. This will need to be developed to determine whether a 
transaction is green or brown upfront and enable the green aspects of the deal to be reported on 
an ongoing basis. 

Origination of Green Assets At present there is limited stock of sufficiently homogenous green assets for the purposes of 
“pure” Green Collateral Securitisations, and some green assets, such as SME loans for developing 
green equipment or technologies, may be too bespoke to be securitised. This challenge should be 
mitigated over time as more green loans are originated in accordance with green policies and 
initiatives. 

Taking Security It will be difficult for investors to take security over certain types of green assets (for example, 
solar panels, battery storage etc.) as such equipment is often highly bespoke (reducing its value in 
the secondary market) and/or integral to the land or property where it is established (making it 
difficult or costly to remove upon enforcement). The identity of the underlying customer may 
also change, for example, upon the sale of the related property or land, requiring legal techniques 
to be developed to attach the green receivable to the property rather than the relevant customer. 

Advances in Technology and 
Incentives 

The exponential advance of green technologies will mean that green transactions will quickly 
become out of date and slide down the “greenness” scale. It will be necessary to consider how 
best to address this as a matter of policy (including in the context of secondary market liquidity) 
particularly to the extent any financial or regulatory incentives are ongoing rather than upfront. 

Responsibility for Green Credentials The market will need to consider what the repercussions will be if it transpires that a transaction 
labelled as green is in fact not green (noting that this may impact on liquidity but not the 
performance of the deal as a whole), and whether originators should be taking the risk of error by 
a third-party verifier of the efficiency of the underlying asset (e.g. the provider of the EPC 
certificate for the property).   

Conclusion 

Although there remain a number of challenges facing the green securitisation market in Europe at present, the demand for 

green securitisations will inevitably continue to grow with the need for green finance initiatives. In light of the success of the 

existing green bond market in Europe and the green securitisation market in the US and elsewhere, we expect that it will only 

be a matter of time until green securitisations and structured finance transactions move into the mainstream in Europe. It is 

expected that once a formal definition is established for green securitisation, the market will begin to develop the principles 

and assessment criteria necessary to encourage originators, issuers and investors to engage fully with securitisation as a 

means of green financing. 
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